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1. Introduction by Martin
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is intrinsically
better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.
The Mill's mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is no
requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary gamers,
who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share their interest with others. In fact
the Mill would rather have articles based upon a normal table set up with normal figures.
Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the Mill not to their liking.
If any gamer has an article or pictures, then please send them to
martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only. No
nicknames.
Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance.

• The Mill does not publish for profit.
• The Mill does not accept advertising.
• The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for "Peter
Pig".
• The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a proper
geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If these are not
provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for a reason.
• The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
• The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
• The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
• If you can help with articles and ideas, please do so.
• Articles can be in non-English language too.
• There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus, a review will be called "a
review"

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin Goddard
March 2020

2.PBI Megagame by Simon
Crete 1941 – Genesis of a PBI “Megagame”

Background
In recent years, a number of multi-player games days have been held using 20th century
RFCM rules. Players are mostly drawn from Southern England, but we have also had
contingents from the Midlands and Northern France. Each event has focused on a single
offensive e.g. Cambrai (1917), Operation Market Garden (1944), Ardennes / Battle of the
Bulge (1944/45).
I’ve found each event hugely enjoyable, with many of the benefits of a campaign-driven
action but without the preceding logistical encumbrance. Each event has given a clear focus
for people to look forward to, and build the necessary forces and terrain - typically with 6 or
more months’ warning. The peer pressure has been helpful in ensuring that the forces are
readied on time, and projects seen through to completion rather than getting put on hold when
the latest shiny new thing comes out!
While each event is completed in the day, all or part of them can readily be re-run: indeed,
part of the Ardennes game is being put on again at the 2020 Beachhead wargames show.

The Crete Game
I’ve been wanting to game the Crete invasion by the cream of the German airborne forces
(which was both their greatest triumph and the death knell for mass German airborne actions)
for some time now. Having been a freeloading participant at previous events, I felt I should
take a lead on this one. This article discusses some of the initial planning work, with more to
come in a future piece, following the first playtest in September!

Guiding Principles
I started off by defining some “guiding principles”, as a means of both refining the detail and
getting early buy-in / course correction from likely participants. My main criteria were as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single-day event, to be played as close as possible to the 80th anniversary of the May 1941 invasion
No pre-event campaign-style activities required
Consistent scenery and an attractive visual display
Named units and commanders where known, to add to the “narrative” of each game
Standard PBI rules and mechanisms as far as possible (both to keep to the spirit of this PBI event and to avoid
unintended consequences of tampering with a well-proven ruleset)
The only additional rules are to adjust to the specifics of the chosen scenario.

These principles were debated over dinner one night at the 2019 Weymouth Wargames
Weekend, we agreed a first playtest to be held in September 2020 (both to give a realistic
near-term focus and to offer an early opportunity to iron out any issues), and we were off!

Things to Consider
There is a fairly standard set of factors to be considered when putting on such a multi-player
event, as follows:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Number of players: we can typically count on 6 to 10 players for a PBI event
Research: I very soon found out I needed rather more detail on the events on Crete than I had gathered to
date, so bought a number of books (Osprey, Beevor, Battleground Europe, etc.) and have since been trying to
reconcile the apparent differences between them!
Table layout: options included a series of discrete 2-player tables covering the whole front (Cambrai), one
huge table (Ardennes) and a number of 4-player tables covering key locations (Market Garden). The Crete
campaign consisted of a number of relatively distinct and isolated actions, so lent itself to my preferred PBI
format of 6’ x 4’ 4-player tables, using a cloth plus superimposed terrain items
Scenario(s): I selected a number of historical areas of operation, each presenting what I hoped would offer a
distinctive look and game challenges, scaled to fit the 6’ x 4’ tables
Force scaling: I had anticipated scaling down the forces to fit the PBI game structure: this led to a consistent
ratio of 1 PBI platoon representing a real-life company of man across all three tables
Venue: previous venues have included a village hall and the depths Nothe Fort in Weymouth. Recent games
have been held at Entoyment’s spacious facilities in Poole (featuring friendly owners and staff; on-site catering
with hot drinks a go go; free parking; a shop with lots of toys and accessories to buy; all within a 2-hour drive
for most participants) which was thus an obvious choice.

Briefings for Players
Following discussion of a 2-page list of initial thoughts at the Weymouth Wargames
Weekend, and a few posts on the RFCM Forum, 9 players rapidly signed up to participate.
I have since been clarifying plans through a series of “Warning Orders”, issued to all
concerned and on which I have received useful feedback.
The first of these outlined the planned scenarios and forces involved in each, while Warning
Order 2 went into much more detail on terrain layout, forces required and who was providing
what.
I will continue to refine these Warning Orders as I correct errors and work out further details.

Next Steps
At the time of writing, 3 tables / scenarios have been designed, the broad forces decided, and
players aligned with both tables and the forces / terrain they will contribute. Further details to
be developed include:
•
•
•

more details on forces and commanders
fleshing out the scenery for each table, beyond the main elements
specific rules by scenario, for:
o initial placing of forces on both sides
o poorly maintained British tanks
o PBI “Assets”
o demolition charges set by the Allies to deter the Germans’ motorised advance
o the timing and location of reinforcements

3. Gamette number 5

An RFCM Gamette © 2020

12pdr Napoleon field gun in action.

Gettysburg
12pdr Napoleon gun along “artillery row” waiting to support Picketts charge at
Gettysburg.
Barrel is original, frame is a “remade” metal fabrication.
Cars belong to generals Hood and Longstreet.

1.Introduction- The gamette
“Gamettes” are designed to explore one aspect of warfare.
This gamette explores the action of infantry or cavalry assaulting a field battery of
the ACW.
A gamette is designed to last just 20 minutes. It is not intended as a full evening’s
play for 4 gamers.
This particular gamette is called “Field Battery ‘63” (FB).
It re-creates the action of a field battery in the American civil war. The said FB is being
assaulted by an enemy formation from some distance (1000 yards).
Players should assume that FB63 represents a “slice” or “corridor” of action.
It is assumed there are more slices to the left and right of the players. This is not an isolated
60 yard wide corridor
An assault on afield battery is influenced by various factors.
These factors are:use of cover- Trees, dips and fences will give some amount of protection
additional troops- more men will lead to a better chance of surviving the gunnery
improved quality- better troops are more willing to press on
cavalry- can cover the distance much more quickly
counter battery fire- will help to suppress the battery
skirmishers- will help supress the battery
good ground- will help the infantry move more quickly and is vital if cavalry are to charge.
Although these factors contribute to the game, it is not necessary to deploy more figures,
scenery, change of troop type, additional gun batteries and terrain features. The effects of
these factors are within the modifiers for shooting et al.
The FB 63 gamette is a simple game that requires minimal resources.
In addition, FB marks the great courage and expertise of field gunners in the war.
Players might like to read the following accounts for an insight into the travails of these men.
1. Battle of Glendale 1862. Confederate General Cadmus M Wilcox’s Alabama regiments
assault Lt Alanson M Randol’s Battery E , 1st US artillery.
2. Battle of Fredericksburg 1862. Major Pelham’s confederate battery engages Union
assault troops of Burnside’s army of the Potomac.
3. Battle of Brandy station 1863. Captain Martin’s New York battery assaulted by
Confederate cavalry of Lt Col Elijah V White’s 35th Virginia Battalion.
4. Battle of Gettysburg 1863. Pickett’s charge. Union batteries on Cemetery ridge in
defence.
5. Battle of Gettysburg 1863. Cemetery ridge. Capt John Bigelow’s 9th Massachusetts
battery in defence. Assaulted by Confederate General Barksdale’s 21st Mississippians.

2. Figures and equipment
Field Battery is intended for use with 15mm figures.
Both players need 8D6.
The table
The table should be 4 feet long and 6 inches wide. This is because the gamette is based upon a
“strip” of action. In reality there are many other strips to the left and right of the gamette.
There should be marking for the battery line and the assaulter start line 100cm apart. If
possible, marking at 5cm or 2 inch increment would be very useful too. Akin to a ladder.

Assaulter
The assaulting player needs a measure marked in centimetres.
Players without a cm measure might use a half inch per cm.
The assaulting players also needs a few bases of infantry or cavalry as appropriate. 6 would be
ideal. Alternatively, a piece of card with the army flag on it would do just fine.

This can be enhanced with more figures and some scenery. That would be for
visual effect.
Field battery
The field battery player needs 1 gun with crew. This can be represented by a piece of card or
better still by a model.
He will also need 4 casualty markers. These might be men or horses (These are just casualty
markers with no differentiation between the two).
The gun and crew do not need to be separate.
If available, a limber model would enhance the set up.

3. Game setup
Game setup sequence
Order
1
2
3
4
5

Action
Players agree which one is the assaulter and
which one the field battery.
Players set up their models 100cm apart.

Notes

Assaulter makes 5 requests to his divisional
commander.
Assaulter has the first turn.
The game ends either when the assaulter
reaches or overruns the field battery OR
when the FB limbers up and leaves the table.

Caisson

Double
ammunition
chests and a
spare wheel in
case of a
puncture.

4. Assaulter forces
The assaulter is assumed to command a half brigade of troops.
This half brigade is represented by either a rectangle of card or 6 or so bases of miniatures. If
players have more bases, then that is fine too.
This force is to advance upon the gun position and destroy or capture those guns.

The 7 requests to divisional command
The assaulter has 7 “requests” to enhance his force.
These 7 requests take the form of gambles with 2D6.
Multiple chances may be put against the same request.
If the 2D6 roll is successful, the assaulter has that enhancement.
An enhancement cannot be double or had twice.

It is intended that the assaulter only gains 2 enhancements. In case all his dreams
do not come true.
“Request” choices for assaulting player
A
B

Request
Chance (2D6)
(Enhancement)
Form up and use 8,9,10,11,12
the trees
Add another
8,9,10,11,12
regiment.

C

Use the veterans

10,11,12

D

Cavalry sir

10,11,12

E

Counter battery 10,11,12
fire in support of
the assault
Snipers and
8,9,10,11,12
skirmishers on
the flank
Good clear
8,9,10,11,12
ground

F

G

Narrative
Initial stages of the assault are
covered by trees.
Another regiment has been added
to increase the power of the
assault.
The assault has been bolstered by
some very experienced troops.
Cavalry are available for the
assault. Cavalry may only be used
if there is good clear ground.
Without this the cavalry will not
assault.
Batteries have been allocated to
support the assault.
The target will be harried by
sharpshooters and a skirmish
manoeuvre.
Better for infantry assaults. A must
for cavalry assaults.

e.g. The assaulter puts 4 requests for B, 1 request for E and two requests for F.
He first rolls 2D6 for B. He scores 10 so he now has that enhancement. The
second , third and fourth request is not needed and thus is wasted.
Next, he rolls 2D6 for his request for E. He rolls 7; the request is unsuccessful.
Thirdly he rolls for request F. He rolls 5. The request is unsuccessful. He then
uses a second request and rolls 6’ this is also a fail. This means that request F has
failed.
In summary the assaulter now has enhancement B which is another regiment of
infantry.

Confederate crew

Notice that red is
the artillery trim
colour.

5. Ranges and distances
The ground between the assaulter start position and the guns is 1000 yards.
On the table each 1cm = 10 yards. 1 inch =25 yards.
This gives a start distance of 100 cm or 40” between the assaulters and the gun.

6. Movement
The only movement in FB is carried out by the assaulter.

Method
The assaulting player rolls a bunch of D6. Each 5,6 score allows the assaulter to move his
troops 5cm (2 inches) forward.
It is possible that a player might obtain no successes in a turn.
A player is also allowed to move less than he is entitled to.

This will usually be in order to stay out of a newer and closer gun range.
• Assaulter (normal foot) rolls 5D6.
• Cavalry double the number of D6 to 10D6.

Movement is at the rate of 5cm (2 inches) per success.

This means that each success =5cm of forward movement for the assaulter.
e.g 3 successes =15cm of movement

Limbers at Bull run
Notice the colour
and the short pole
that keeps the limber
level.
The ammunition box
can be dismounted
from the limber
frame.
Guns in the distance.

7. Shooting
The only shooting carried out in “Field Battery “is by the gun.
These rules assume the guns being used by the artillery are the very common 12pdr
“Napoleon” types.
Civil war artillery was expertly manned but could never be the equal of modern weaponry.
This having been said, artillery caused many many casualties on the battlefield and was prized
by generals for its effect and battle changing qualities.
The muzzle velocity of the 12pdr smoothbores meant that the rounds fired were directed on an
arc. Thus, the barrel was aimed up (a bit) from horizontal. The round was shot from the barrel
and intended to plunge downwards at the correct point. This judgement was performed with
instruments and experienced estimation, mainly the latter. Added to these variables are the
wear in gun barrels, the lack of rifling in the 12pdr and wear.

Gun ranges
Ammunition
type
Long range
(Spherical case)

Range

Notes

100 -61cm

Medium range
(Solid shot)

60-31cm

Short range
(Cannister)

30-0cm

This type of shot was not very accurate. It
consisted of a case with smaller balls inside.
The fuse should cause it to explode just in front
or overhead of the target. The balls contained
within the shot would slash through the target
bodies. Confederate fuses were poorer than
Union ones, which often led to non-detonation
or poorly timed detonation. This led to
Confederate infantry units often insisting that no
artillery would shoot over their heads when
assaulting.
This was more accurate that spherical case.
Solid shot was intended to hit the ground in
front of the target and bounce through, causing
horrific maiming and smashing of bodies.
A tin full of musket balls. Shot into the bodies
of men at short range. Poor accuracy but a
devastating “shot gun” effect.

Gun effect on assaulters
Roll D6 as a single handful. No re-roll.

Range

D6

Modifiers
Due to
successful
assaulter
requests

Long

3D6 -1D6 Cover
-1D6 Counter
battery fire

Medium
range

5D6 -1D6 Extra
regiment
-1D6 Counter
battery fire
8D6 -1D6 Skirmishers
-1D6 Veteran
assaulters

Short
range

Double 6

Double 6

By gun battery

by assaulters

Casualties cause
disorder. Re-dress
lines.
Pause 1 turn.
Leader killed.
Pause 1 turn.

Gun commander
killed

Front ranks carved
up. Officers need
to push men on.
Pause 1 turn.

Crewman killed.

Limber horse killed

Each score of 5,6 creates a casualty *on the assaulters
If the gun battery scores a double 6

This includes triple, quadruple quintuple 6 etc.
This problem will cause the assaulter to miss his next turn.
If te assaulkters score a double 6

This includes triple, quadruple quintuple 6 etc.
This problem will cause the gun to lose a horse/man/commander (they all count the same).

*Casualties
Each casualty inflicted is recorded by the FB player, as it gives him one more victory point.
No actual casualties are placed. This is because the assaulters will continue to the FB
whatever happens in terms of casualties.

8.Limbering up
Each field gun had an attendant caisson. A caisson would be another limber towing an
ammunition limber instead of a field gun. Early in the war 6 horse teams were used. Later in
the war many Confederate teams were reduced to 4 horses.
Once a gun is limbered up it is assumed to have withdrawn successfully from the game.
Limbering D6 must be rolled before firing D6. This might result in a gun limbering up before
a player wishes but that is accepted.
At this point the game ends.
Method
The field gun player may use up to two of his firing D6 each turn to be used for packing up
and preparing to limber up the gun and leave.
Each score of 5,6 means that progress has been made.
No re-rolls.
When the progress =3 the gun has limbered up and withdrawn.
The progress total needed is increased by 1 each time a crew man or limber horse is lost.
Up to a maximum of 6

9. Turn sequence
FB uses an alternate turn sequence. This means that a player has his complete turn, then his
opponent has his own complete turn.

Turn sequence
The turns are repeated until the assaulter reaches (moves on top of) the field
battery or the field battery limbers up and leaves.
1
Assaulter rolls for movement
2
Field battery shoots

10. End game and Victory points
The game ends when the assaulters reach the gun battery or move over it.

There is no way to stop the assaulters, they will always reach the battery.
Field battery pitches players against each other.
Victory points are awarded for achieving the relevant criteria to an assault upon a field
battery.
Each player should intend to achieve a higher number of victory points.

Victory points
Any D6 rolls may be re-rolled at the claiming player’s choice.
Field battery
Gun withdrawn
Each casualty caused

3D6
1

E=12
E=16

6D6
+2
-4
-2
-2
-2
-2

E=22

Assaulter
Assaulter success
Each gun casualty
Using cavalry
Using veterans
Using extra regiment
Using skirmishers
Using cover

Pictures of Stewart’s set up
Here are some pictures of a field battery ’63 set up by Stewart.

A “level” picture.

Notice that the chargers and guns
are represented by a single “huge”
base.
LEFT
A top down picture.
Each marking is 50 yards.
The width of the strip matters not.
The length does.

EHICLE

PAINTING
TUTORIAL by Ryan

I was asked by someone on The Wargamer’s Forum
http://wargamersguild.com/index.php?sid=5f0ff5dce67c13dd2935a6452e446079 to compile a tutorial of my painting
techniques for military vehicles. I’ve always been happy to share my methods and, thus, here is a tutorial on painting
and finishing 15mm tanks. I say tanks because the subjects of this tutorial are both tanks, but I apply the same methods
to soft skin vehicles, artillery and light armoured vehicles. I am now working exclusively in 15mm, however, I used
similar methods painting in 1/72 scale. There are some slight differences when it comes to oils, weathering and
modulation, but otherwise the same. For this tutorial, I will be painting the Plastic Soldier Company’s great 15mm
Valentine Tank, having 3 different turrets, in Soviet markings as well as Normandy Miniatures’ 15mm plastic
Jagdpanzer IV kit, making it generic to fight in NWE, Ostfront or MTO. Here’s the links to both kits from their
perspective manufacturers:
PSC
15mm
Valentine:
http://theplasticsoldiercompany.co.uk/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1_37_39_55&products_id=1879
Normandy Miniatures 15mm Jagdpanzer IV: http://www.normandyminiatures.com/language/en/produit/jagdpanzertank/ Both kits allow you to build 3 different versions of the vehicles and come with 5 tanks.

For any painting job, first you need to start with a good state of mind. You should be excited to paint and discover what your efforts will
produce. However, you should not be too heavy with expectation. Do your best, don’t get too hung up on little mishaps. Make a deal with
yourself when you begin that you will finish. For years I was so critical, I’d just stop a project that wasn’t turning out the way I envisioned.
Not finishing is the worst! The only way to grow in your craft is to finish and to try different methods. This won’t happen if you keep seeing
mishaps as a failure, and putting the project aside. It’s not going to be perfect, it never is. At least not in the moment. The strange thing is,
and some of you may have experienced this, is when you put something aside for a while and come back to it, all of the sudden it looks
awesome again and you can’t imagine why you were so distressed about it that you stopped.
So, have fun and make the pact with yourself to finish. Gather
as much reference about a painting subject as you can. I really
enjoy this aspect of painting and modeling. Have a plan of what
you will use for colours and what elements you want to stand
out. With 15mm, my primary goal is to attain more contrast,
this will make your tiny vehicles really jump visually. It’s a
good idea to have a variety of stowage items to personalize each
vehicle. British, Commonwealth, American and German tanks
are especially good candidates for stowage. Look at photos to
realistically place your stowage items. Even the odd piece on a
Soviet tank will help it attain a personality and add interesting
visual elements to your paint job. I buy my stowage because its
faster, but use green stuff if you prefer. I use green stuff for
some things, like sandbags. Here is a list of suppliers offering
nice stowage items:
https://www.shttps://www.skytrex.com/68-vehiclestowagekytrex.com/68-vehicle-stowage
https://thesceneuk.com/product-category/unpaintedproducts/15mm-https://thesceneuk.com/productcategory/unpainted-products/15mm-accessories/ accessories/
https://sandsmodels.com/product/15mm-assorted-stowage-pkof-30/
http://theplasticsoldiercompany.co.uk/index.php?main_page=product_
info&https://www.debrisofwar.com/store/p170/15mm_Stowage.htmlcPath=1_22_24_50&products_id=1024
https://sandsmodhttp://theplasticsoldiercompany.co.uk/index.php?main_ls.com/product/15mm-assorted-stowage-pk-of-30/
page=product_info&cPath=1_22_24_50&products_id=1024
https://www.debrisofwar.com/s
ore/p170/15mm_Stowage.html Clean your

models with warm water, dish detergent and a soft toothbrush.
So, let’s begin painting. The first step, once the model is
constructed and ready to paint, is to clean the model. This goes
for plastic, resin and metal kits. All molds require a release
agent to help separate the casted parts from the mold and this
forms a film on the parts. That coupled with the dust from
filing, scraping or sanding and one’s finger prints makes for a
pretty grimy surface. Your paint job will be more durable and

look much sharper if you give your model a wash with a bit of
dish soap in warm water. Use and old soft toothbrush, giving it
a light scrub. Once clean and the model dries, you’ll see a big
difference in the crispness of the details. The next step, if you
are painting a resin or metal kit, is to prime. With plastic kits, I
don’t bother. I use Tamiya paints in my airbrush and they seem
to form a very strong bond with plastic, I’ve yet to have an issue
with paint chipping or scraping off. With metal or resin, I use
Krylon primers. Depending on the paint job, I will choose
between Black, White, Grey or Red Oxide primer. Black primer
allows you to have deeper shaded areas with careful
airbrushing. White will make your colours very vibrant, which
is often favorable in 15mm scale. Grey will help colour look
worn, faded, like in the desert. I use Red primer for late war
German tanks where there is Red Primer used in the camouflage
pattern, or vehicles where the interior is visible and just left in
Red Oxide primer. When using spray cans, I recommend
holding the model 12” away and spraying thin coats. You want
to preserve your details.

Once dry, you will notice how sharp your painting surface looks!

RYAN’S 15MM
VEHICLE
PAINTING
TUTORIAL
Next step is our base coat. In 15mm, I really want to
have maximum contrast, but I don’t want my surface so
busy that we start to loose clarity. I employ two
different methods for 1 colour camouflage schemes and
multi-colour camouflage schemes. This is why I am
doing 2 tanks for this tutorial. The Soviet tank is one
colour and the German tank destroyer is two colours.
We’ll start with the one-colour kit. Having researched
the variants of Valentine tanks sent to the USSR
between late 1941 and 1944 and the colours used by the
British in that time frame, I concluded that the majority
of these tanks sent to Russia were finished in SCC No.
2 Brown. This, despite that fact that the majority of
illustrations in most books on the subject depict them as
being Green. Only earlier Valentine tanks would have
been finished in Khaki Green No. 3. So many might
yell, BOOOOO, but I think it’s great. I was really
excited to do a Brown lend lease tank. It will add a
variation in my otherwise Green Soviet Army. To make
one colour camouflage less one-dimensional, I use the modulation method. This is a way of laying on highlights,
lightened shades of the original colour, to add depth and warmth. SCC No.2 was mixed with Tamiya colours and
applied with an airbrush.
I am not super picky about the modulation, I take a few minutes to determine where and how I’ll add the highlights and go for
it. Here’s a youtube video showing modulation to give you the right idea: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jscShdrwiIM

For the first layer of highlights, I use Tamiya XF-55Deck
Tan to lighten my original SCC No. 2 colour. I am not
very exact about this step, the goal is to have a subtle
highlight on upper surfaces. I omitted highlights from
the engine deck as it is very busy with details. I will
make this area jump out with dry brushing and washes. I
think a modulation highlight here would likely not show
up in the end. Use a little more thinner in the paint
mixture and use a finer setting on your airbrush. There
are other highlighting methods with the airbrush, like
panel lighting, which work well also. Which ever you
choose will serve to add vibrancy to your base colour.
Even when its very subtle and barely noticeable a little
15mm model will take on a bit of a glow. I often get
comments on forums that my colours really “Jump”.
Even a colour as bland as SCC No. 2, which looks like
puppy crap!
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D-Day by Colin, Mike and Miles
Editor comment
This amazing game was pout on in 2019 to commemorate the D day landings of 1944.
Both the detail and spectacle were marvellous. Enjoyed by all who took part (about 7
gamers) and viewers. The game was put on at Entoyment gaming store and at
Bevington show.

(Above) Gold Beach game depicting the assault by 231 Bde. Scenery planned and
painted by Miles. Infantry painted by Mike.
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(Above) Engineers in the first wave clear mines, as the Dorsets move up the beach at La
Riviere
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(Above) Le Hamel, where 1st wave landings come under intense fire from inland
batteries and gun emplacements along the sea wall
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(Above) British AVREs take heavy losses from German gun positions at La Riviere.
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(Above) After the 1st wave of landings, the Dorsets have reached the sand dunes. Heavy
casualties as their Bangalores and CS tanks try to breach the sea wall.
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(Above)AVREs and SP guns land as the Hampshires remain pinned at Le Hamel
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(Above) REME Sherman and Centaurs landing at La Riviere
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(Above) Royal Marine Centaurs (right) leading the break through assault on Le Hamel.
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(Above) 2nd Wave landings consolidate the beach head at La Riviere.
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(Above) La Riviere is over -run as the Dorsets move along the coast road towards Le
Hamel and Bayeux.
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